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Dear Russell,

Shannon, Cameron,
and Chris

Quotes
"Keep away from people
who try to belittle your
ambitions. Small people
always do that, but the
really great make you
feel that you, too, can
become great."
Mark Twain

"Your children get only
one childhood. Make it
memorable."
unknown

"However good or bad a
situation is, it will
change."

Peter called to remind me that a vacation needs to be a
vacation and a rest. He is right. We do need time away
from work and upon our return we will find we are more
productive.

Being the BEST you can be does involve positive change.
Do embrace and enjoy all that change has to offer you.

Thanks for your feedback. One reader actually
forwarded the newsletter to a long list of his associates.
Who should you forward it to? Who should you
recommend subscribing to? Who will appreciate your
doing so?

A wonderful change happened this past week. Cameron
Robinson Shippee was brought into this world. Babies
are wonderful change agents for all of us. They are
teachers and we can learn so much from them. The
proud parents remind us all about life, love, and
relationships.

Change also means I am now a grandfather as well as a
year older having just had a birthday. Change is also the
fact that 59 is the new 35. You heard it here first. We
are only as old as we think. So, 35 it is for me. What is it
for you?

unknown

What changes are you going to embrace for 2008? Start
with the one that scares you the most.

Be the BEST You Can Be,

Russell R Shippee

Helping You, Motivating You, Encouraging You,
to Be the BEST You Can Be
Buy Here to Empower

Feedback
I have to respond to the topic of your newsletter this week. It flooded me
with past conversations I had with my father the last year or so of his
life...... PF

I don't usually forward stuff I receive via e-mail except really good jokes
and sometimes things that I feel are very important. The newsletter
below is created and edited by a friend of mine, Russell Shippee. I find it
interesting and meaningful each week. You may want to read this one especially "What will matter" by Michael Josephson and the prayer by
Joe White. DS

Enjoy the Newsletter? Share it with a Friend - NOW
Click Here to Subscribe - You will be GLAD you did

Change
Change happens in an instant.
While people resist change there is change each and every day of our lives.
Unfortunately, many of us are prone to being stuck, and we change as needed to stay
the same. The world around us changes, other people may change, and we change to

stay the same.
Change can be frightening. Change represents the new, the unknown, and the
untested. We are stretched when we change. It is a like a curve in the road of life
and we cannot always see what is ahead.
If we do not change life becomes a rut and the difference between a rut and a grave
is, as they say, about 3 feet. We need to embrace change and all the excitement,
growth and learning it has for us.
Change may be in occupations, hobbies, friends, locations, education, faith, habits,
and a simple change of opinion on any given subject.
Our families and loved ones may not like the idea of us changing. When we change it
affects all of our relationships. This is not good or bad as much as it just is. Do not
let others prevent or hold you back from making the changes you need to make and
know are right for you.
Change begins on the inside with a knowing as well as a commitment. Once that
happens, we are changed. The physical manifestation of it takes time and the amount
of time, be it instantaneous or years, depends on the change itself.
Once you know and commit, the change has happened. The rest is all the results of
the change. The results can be unsettling as you are or may be in an unknown
territory. You may be learning new skills, you may have new associates with whom to
work and grow. Some of your old relationships may be strained or disappear. Change
might also mean a new residence or even moving to another location far away from
where you are today.
All of the results of good change are positive. While challenging, the change brings
you to a new level of growth and development. While you may well have new
relationships, you can still value the old ones that have meaning for you. Everyone
changes and that is a fact we all need to embrace as we should not hold ourselves or
anyone else back.
Embrace yourself and your growth. Face the fear of change and the unknown and
your life will be full, challenging, and rewarding. The change may well give you a new
bounce in your step and a reason to jump out of bed each day -- eager to embrace all

the world has for you.
Change and encourage your loved ones to change. In change you will not lose people
but add them. Realize that change is another way of saying growth, development, new
skills, and accomplishment.
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